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As the COVID-19 Crisis evolved, those of us in the health care professions abruptly had to leap into high-risk and high-stress situations even as everyone else was being advised to self-isolate. It became a bit of a cliché that health care professionals need to "take care of themselves," but what does it mean to "take care of ourselves" in this sort of situation?

The physical precautions are second-nature now: hand-washing, PPE, decontamination protocols, and social distancing. But what about our mental well-being? What do we do with all the stress, worry, grief, and uncertainty? How do we keep from burning out?

I found the recent article by David Fessell and Daniel Goleman very helpful in understanding the concrete steps we can take to insulate our mental well-being in times of crisis using the conceptual framework of emotional intelligence. Their article discusses four components of emotional intelligence and the associated actions that can help us manage the emotional toll that our jobs may take on us.

**Self-Awareness** refers to knowing what you\'re feeling and how you\'re reacting to those feelings. Health care professionals in particular may avoid too much introspection and may even dismiss their own feelings as unimportant relative to the needs of their patients. Therein lies the road to burnout. Take moments to reflect on a regular basis (the authors suggest while hand-washing) and ask yourself "How am I feeling? Am I hungry? Do I need a moment of down-time?". They also describe "self-talk," or how we describe our situation to ourselves. Are we amplifying our own stress? (This is crazy!) Or are we using our internal monologue to assert control? (I\'ve been trained for this. This is where I make a difference.)

**Self-Management** includes taking steps to avoid or manage emotional triggers. Meditation, breathing exercises, exercise, music, or talking over our life events with friends, family, or a therapist can be tools to "shift your emotional state" toward a more calm, peaceful place. Focusing on what\'s in your zone of control, particularly with respect to patient care, can also help maintain a sense of accomplishment and self-worth when so many events are so out of our control.

**Social Awareness** means maintaining empathy for not just your patients, but also your family, professional colleagues, and everyone else who shares your space. Recognizing that much of the stress you feel is shared by the people around you, and whatever you can do to reduce the burden of others will improve the landscape for everyone, including you. Giving people your full attention and being actively concerned about their welfare is personally nurturing and strengthens the "glue" of your social milieu.

**Relationship Management** is using social awareness to maintain and strengthen the relationships we have at work and at home. During this crisis the long hours, lost sleep, uncomfortable PPE, and grief for dying patients can put enormous strain on our relationships with family and colleagues, just when we need those relationship the most to support us. A key tool to reduce stress on relationships is patience. People are stressed, frightened, and uncertain, and they are going to be cranky. But it\'s likely that are doing the best they can. Find your empathy gland, cut them some slack, and fight the urge to be snippy back. De-escalate as much as possible. This can be very hard to do, especially during tense times, but it is all the more important. We can help ourselves if we become a beacon of empathy and patience when everyone else is cranky.

Of course, nothing enhances our empathy and patience like good sleep habits, a healthy diet, and regular exercise. So, if we want to help ourselves and those around us, the best starting place might be these very basic, but often back-burnered, priorities.

During this time, the ASE Cares Wellness Center <https://www.asecho.org/covid-19-resources/ase-wellness-center/> is so important and relevant, and I am proud for ASE supporting this initiative. It is also important to take time to have a bit of fun as the ASE staff did during one of their ZOOM staff meetings: Crazy Hat Day!

So, everyone stay safe out there, and don\'t forget to "take care of yourself!""Judy Hung, MD, FASE, is Director of Echocardiography and Trial Innovation Unit at Massachusetts General Hospital and Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School in Boston, Massachusetts. She has been a member of ASE since 2001 and is serving as ASE\'s President."
